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Mr. John Greenewald. Jr. 

Dear Mr. Grcenewald: 

This is in funher response to your Freedom of Infonnation Act (FOIA) request of June I, 2009, to the 
Defense Technical Information Center (OTIC), for a copy of a document entitled The Weapon of Victory, 
report number FSTC·HT"()047·91, dated December 1991, wilb AD NumberB1709973 and supplements 
our letter of July 9, 2009. 

Coordination has been completed and the record has been returne;:d to our office for disposition. The 
referred record has been reviewed, determined to be partially releasable and is enclosed. 

Information has been sanitized as the release of the information would result in an unwarranted 
invasion of the privacy rights of the individuals concerned, this information is exempt from public 
disclosure provisions of the FOrA per Title 5 U.S. Code 552 (b)(6). 

The withholding of the infonnation described above is a partial denial of your request. This denial is 
made on behalf of Major Generni David B. Lacquement, the Commanding General, U.S. Anny 
Intelligence and Security Corrunand, who is the Initial Denial Authority for Army intelligence 
investigative and security records under the FOIA. You have the right to appeal this decision to the 
Secretary of the Army. If you wish to file IlIl appeal, you should forward it to this office. Your appeal 
must be post marked no later than 60 calendar days from the date of this letter. After the 60..day period, 
the case may be considered closed; however, such closure does not prcclude you from fi ling litigation in 
thc courts. 

If you have any questions regarding this action., feel free to contact this office at 1-866-548-5651 
(Press 2IPress 9), or email theINSCOMFOIAofficeat:INSCOM_ FOIA_ServiceCenter@mi.anny.m.i1 
and refer to case #533F-09. 

Sincerely. 
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The Weapon of Victory 

ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER ... 

04 DEC 1991 

Distribution authorized to U.S. Gov·t agencies and their 
contractors; Specific Authority; 01 JAN 1988. Other requests 

shall be referred to U.S. Army Foreign Science and Technology 
Center, 220 7th Street, NE, Charlonesville, VA 22901-5396. 
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Redistribution Of DTIC·Supplied Information Notice 

All information received from OTIC, not clearly m arked "for public release" may 
be used only to bid on or to perform work under a U.S. Government contract or 
grant for purposes specifically authorized by the U.S. Government agency that 
is sponsoring access OR by U.S. Government employees in the performance of 
their duties. 

Information not clearl y marked "for public release" may not be distributed on the 
public/open Internet in any form , published for profit or offered for sale in any 
manner. 

Non·compliance could result in termination of access. 

Reproduction Quality Notice 

OTIC's Technical Reports collection spans documents from 1900 to the present. 

We employ 100 percent quality control at each stage of the scanning and 

reproduction process to ensure that our document reproduction is as true to the 

original as current scanning and reproduction technology allows. 

However, occasionally the original quality does not allow a better copy. 


If you are dissatisfied with the reproduction quality of any document that we 

provide, please free to contact our Directorate of User Services at 

(703) 767-9066/9068 or DSN 427-906619068 for refund or replacement. 

Do Not Return This Document To DTIC 
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)ti,t Sputa! 

When you review the history of the faroous "Katyusha", you may 
recall the sad truth "Success has many parents, failure is an orphan". 
However traces remain . Based on surviving documents, it became 
possible to name the six main creators of the "Katyusha" . 

Nikolay Ivanovich 'l'ikhornirov (1860-1930) was the creator of the 
gas dynamic laboratory (COL). Be solved the problem of the stable 
burning of the smokeless gunpowder in the rocket jet engine. 

Boris Sergeevich Petropavlovski (1898-1933), after the death of 
Tikhomirov, headed the GOL . Under his leadership the experimental 
construction works were brought to the first tests. 

Georgi Erikhovich Langemark (1898-1938) (was) deputy head and 
chief engineer of the Rocket Research Institute (RRI) . His 
contribution in the creation of the future "Katyusha" is substantial. 
The theoretical research and the practical workout by Langemark allowed 
the developnent of the rocket propelled projectile to increase to a 
level of quality, which assured its acceptance as part of the anr.ament. 

Vladimir Andreevich Artemiev (1885-1962) ('11&5) a c lose 
collaborator of Tikhomdrov, an excellent designer, and gifted inventor. 
His research of the gunpower (jet) charge substantially contributed to 
the development of the rocket shells. 
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Ivan Terentievich Kleymenov (1899- 1938) (was) beginning 1932 head 
of GDL and first head of RR1 . Be has shown himself as is good 
organizer. under his leadership the outline was done of the main 
direction of use of the rocket propelled artillery. 

Yuriy Alexandrovich Pobedonostsev (1907-1973). Beginning in 1934 
he worked for many years in the development of the rocket artillery. 
His calculations regarding outside and inside ballistic of the rocket 
shell are very valuable. 

lo1any readers will reproach us for undeservingly forgetting A.G . 
Kostikov, who in the second edition of the Great Soviet Encyclopedia 
(B . 23/1953) is calleo the creator of a "new kind of armament" . 

We could j ustify ourselves by quoting the letter of the 
academicicms V. P. Glushko and S. P. Korolyov written to the editors of 
8SB and dated January 15, 1957. The letter says: "During the years 
1937- 1938, when our country was going through the difficult days of 
mass arrests of Soviet cadres, Kostikov, working in the Institute as a 
re91Jlar engineer, made great efforts to make possible the arrest and 
sentencing as enemies of the people the managerial staff of the 
Institute, including the basic author of the new kind of armament, the 
talented scientist designer, the deputy head of the science matters, 
G.E. Langemak. In this way Kostikov became head of the Institute and 
-author" of this new kind ofaxmaroen't, for which he was generously 
rewrded in the be9inning of the war . " However, I think that the myth 
of Kostikov, only with this document, caMot be destroyed. 

The letter of the two scientists, unfortunately, did not receive 
wide disseminati~i, perhaps for the reason that the two authors did not 
insist on its publication, but merely requested "to take into 
consideration the matter of their presentation". Naturally, mentioning 
the name of the false creator of the hKatyusha" decreased rapidly, but 
nothing more than that . Some people, assuming that genius and felony 
can coexist beautifully, reason like this: · Yes, Kostikov is a bad 
IMn. But in those days many sctfered from spy mania . Glushko and 
Korolyov quite justifiably don't love him because he is guilty of their 
arrest. However, apcrrt fran ethics there is also an engineering share 
of the matter. Lanqemak and Kleymanov were arrested in the year 1937, 
but the DKatyusha" was approved and used in the beginning of the war. 
In other words, Kostuov, who became head of RRI, cannot be removed 
fran this suecess of the engineering thought . Besides the author's 
certificate for the invention "Katyusha" was issued to him. These are 
the facts." 

But let's clarify the matter. A. G. Kostikov commenced working for 
RRI in the year 1934, imnedhtely after graduating from the military 
engineering academy nZhukovskin. After a year he received an 
independent project : Ifl)evelopnent o! a Pump for Feeding of Fuel in a 
Liquid Oxygen Rocket Engine" (LORE). Nothing reasonable was achieved. 
In the year 1936 he .began another project: "Investigation of the Heat 
Balance of WRE- . The available draft papers persuade us that again 
there was no great success. 

--- ==========--------:=---- = - =----- ------=-- ---- ::-::-::====~--------:-----:-:--::-:--= 
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In the year 1937 the head of the Institute Kleymenov conducted a 

reorganization - instead of the five departments, ten project groups 

were formed. This was done to be able to unload the administrative 

funcions from the designers. Deciding to use Kostikov at least for 

administrative work, Ivan Terentievich !Mde him head of the group LORE, 

which included Glushko and Tikhonravov. 


After a short while Glushko headed his own group, Tikhonravov got • 
different work and Kostikov appeared to be superfluous. It is possible 

that in this moment he cbanged his role and transferred himself fran 

scientific research into epistol ary genre drafting of so- called 

"signals" , The results were timely: Kleymenov and Langemak were 

arrested, and Kostikov became chlet engineer. In the book by YU. A. 

Pobedonostsev and K.101. Kusnezov "First Starts·, saturated with facts 

and. information about those tragic events, little is said: "In this 

period - the autwnn of the year 1937 - in RRI there was a change af 

management" • 


We s hould note that the "change" happened in a time quite 

convenient for Kosti.k.ov , because the developnent of the rocket shells 

RS-82 (caliber 82 Mm.) and RS-132 (caliber 132 Mm.) was finished. The 

design and technological documentation received designation -A", which 

meant that the claimant already received the technical docanentation 

and that the manufacturer must coordinate any chariges with him . 

Insignificant remaining changes included extension of the rocket camera 

to increase the drive charge and to exchange the mine-charge for a 

higher power chuge. These changes were done in the munition factory 

"Vladimir Ilich". After tl.at the rocket shell in general renained the 

same. until the end of the war. 


'!'he time came for army tests. For RS-82 the tests were started 

during the time of Kleymenov and Langemak, but for RS-132 hindrance 

occurred because of the late delivery of the gunpower charges. The 

new management tried to postpone the tests, claiming that the 

reliability of ro~~et shells was insufficient. A.G. Kostikov reported 

to the higher-up~ that there were cases of sudden increase of the 

pressure when burni· a of the gunpowder charges and because of it "the 

tests of RS, especi ally from airplanes, and when the r.ocket drive 

consists of 34 gunpowder charges .•. , should be prohibited, also when 

the ambient temperature in the shade is above 20-23 degrees 

Centigrade . If 


This temperature lmitation was the equivalent to a req!lest for 

cancellation of army tests. The tests, hcMever, took part thanks to 

the adherence to principle and to the persistence displayed by Yu. A. 

pobedonostsev, and that way the rocket artillery was accepted in the 

armament in the middle of the year 1938. 


The civic courage of Pobedonostsev cc~ld be evaluated on the merit 
only if the existing situation in the Institute in the time is taken 
into account. Repression of many creative members was beginning. For 
example,two general meetings of the scientific-technical council on 
February 13 and 20, 1938 were dedicated to the "case " Glushko. The 
"learned Men" relega ted all possible misdeeds to him, e.g. that he 
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together with Mthe Enemy of the People LangeMak· published a book, 
thereby revealing many secrets, and that he owed money to the mutual 
aid fund , thereby express ing dis r egard for the community. Only 
Professor Petrov, who worked in the Institute on several appointments, 
tried to prove that the publi shed book did not reveal any secrets. 
Probabl y he was the one abstaining,when Kostikov requested voting on a 
resol ution expressing mi strust of Glushko. Everybody supported the 
resolution . A few days later Valentin Petxovich was arrested. Soon 
after that another "enemy of the peopl e" - Sergey Pavlovich Korolyov 
was urunasked. At the end of the year 1938 accore1ng to contractual 
obligations with the Main Artillery Admin i stration i t was required to 
carry out extensive shooting tests of RS- 132 (mounted) or, a 
selt- propelled platform. The design of the platfotll'l did not represent 
difficulti es. Earlier , in the year 1934, Langemark: stated : "On the 
details and arrangements of the rocket cannon we are not going to pay 
too much attention now because the fanning of that will be subject to 
simple (future) design". The Project Enqineer 1.1 . Gvay requestetl 
approval of his platform project with only one endorsE'.ment . It is 
possible that the a~nistration did not ~~nt to share responsibility, 
because it insisted on high reliability of the shells. 

The proposal of Gvay was as follows: To mount squa~e on an 
automobile guides in two rows. For the purpose the two rneter'''''901des 
used a l ready in the avintion were found suitabl e . The matter came down 
to the preparation of a piping frame supported on carriers and a 
lifting mechanism. The horizontal aiming was enabled by turning the 
autarr~ile . In September, 1938 two such platfo~s were equiped, and at 
".he end of the year gun volley shootings were carried out. 

I n the explanation papers of the project Gvay enumerated 
aavantages of volley shooting at areas using self- propelled platf~~ . 
He di d net contribut e new original ideas to what was already known, but 
he presented the advantag'es very persuasively. The test showed 
inadequate group aiming of the volley, but the shells were sotisfi\ctory 
and reliable . rh@ main artillery admi:r.istration ordered speeding up 
the work, requested improvement of the platform to be able to aim 
horizontally ~nd to increase the l ength of the guides according to the 
recommendations of Yu. A. Pobedonostsev . 

A. P . Kostikov understood the great future of the volley shooting 
from self- propelled platf orms and noticing that the idea for such 
shooting was not patented, decided to form it as an invention . · on the 
9th of April, 1939 A.G. Kost ikov and 1 . 1 . Gvay appl ied for a patent in 
the peoples' Ccmnissariat for Defense. Later they ~re joined by the 
Deputy Head of one of the depar tments of the Main Artillery 
Adr.u.nistration, a B.B. Aborenkov in the case file (No. 216662). No 
documents are l eft regarding the decision making process, because of 
that it is not possible to evaluate the contribution of the third 
person. 

The three were given Author's Certificate No . 3338 defined as 
follows : "Mechanical installation for shooting rockets, chemical, 
mines, incendiary and other shel l s of different calibers, mounted on a 
platform on a motor truck, caterpillar trucr. or trailer, difterentiaLed 
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by separate sections arranged in two rows over the frame (11, which 
provides the possiblity by means of mechanical linkages and hand grips 
to crank for vertical targeting around axle (2) supported on 'carriers 
on frame (3) and on a horizontal surface together with fr~~e (3) around 
rampart (4), fastened on the frame of the platform over u movable 
carriage ll 

• 

•As it is well known, an invention begins after ending of the 
li.rni.tational part of the formula and passing through its distinctive 
part, in other words, after "being distinguished". Proceeding fran 
that, the three authors of the installation can be called inventors of 
the "Katyush5" with the same right e s a man wht:l mounts legs on a 
television set and after that calls himself the inv~ntor of the 
television. 

Dominating the management of the Institute Kostikov succeeded 
bending the entire group . The papers produced during the investigation 
of the Institute, done from September to November, 1940, state as 
follows: "At that f.or RS and. CPAB (Concrete Piercing Aviation Bombs), 
given fo~ armament during the years 1936-1937 total of 19,970 roubles, 
but during the years 1938-1939 and the nine months of the year 1940 are 
spent a total of 24,000 rOUbles and nothing was produced for the 
armament except the delivery for serial production of automobile 
platforms, for which it was spent 674 thousand roubles, which is 3 
percent of all expenditures of the years 1938-1940." 

According to the order of the Peoples' Commissariat of the 
Military Supplies dated November 28, 1940, the head of the Institute 
was fired, and A.G. Kostikov was punished. Later, in the beginning of 
the year 1941 it was decided to change him with a "more suitable" 
comrade. But it was done only on paper, as one of the employees of the 
RRI, a F. N. Poyda remembers, in the beginning of the War the People # s 
Commissar P. N. Goremikin nevertheless decided to remove Kostikov Eram 
work, but ",hen he brought the order to G.M. Malenkov for appr·:wal, he 
waived his hands: "Just now arrived a report fran Orsha where it .,;as 
shot a volley at the Germans fran the installation of Kostikov. The 
Fritz run in panic, and their materiel and equipment burned. I go to 
report to Stalin. Kostikov should be rewarded as a hero!" Soon after 
that Kostikov became head of the Institute, but for a short time. 

The hero of the Socialist work, Laureate of Stalin's .xi?\.'" of 
first degree, Major General, Member Correspondent of AN of u:;s~ Andrey 
Grigorievich Kostikov died peacefully in December, 1950. The time 
arrived now to restore justice and to call not only the nanlRs of the 
true creators of the "Kctyusha", but aleo the one, who deprived t.hem of 
the gratitude of their contemporaries and their progeny . Thl::; was 
possible to repair, but not rectify. 
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